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BE

iLima Digital Foundary (iLima), founded in April 2020,
was created out of a great need for affordable homes
and better living conditions for many people in South
Africa and Afrika.
With the convergence of technologies towards
industrialized construction, iLima set out to working
closely with strategic partners and local communities to
create self-sustainable villages that are affordable for all.
The iLima Sustainable Village Economy Development
Framework harnesses Big Data, AI, Machine Learning
and platform technologies to signi cantly reduce risk,
cost, time while greatly increasing quality, sustainability
and transparency.
Vision - A Home for Anyone and Everyone in a Home.
Mission - Accelerate and Scale the co-creation of
Sustainable Village Economies together with the
community and key strategic partners.
Strategy - Establish the iLima Sustainable Village
Development Framework and become the Central
Platform to design, build, operate the Sustainable
Village Economy, harnessing state of the art
technologies. (Big Data, AI/ML, Industrial Construction).
iLima products will enable you to re-imagine and
create self-sustainable villages in Afrika and around
the world.
iLima is disrupting the current process of building
Affordable Housing in Afrika.
The time is now.
The Technology is ready.
Afrika is ready.
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iLima

According to a McKinsey report of June
2020, disruptive change is coming to the
current highly fragmented construction
industry, and it will affect every segment of
the value chain. The construction
ecosystem of the future will transform into
an industrialised construction process with
a more integrated and standardised
product-based vs current project-based
process.

South Africa and Africa have a housing
crisis with an estimated “500 million +
homes needed in the next 30 years”
according to a Shelter Afrique Report.

Structures will be tagged as products and
will be manufactured on and off-site by
branded product houses specialising in
certain end-user segments. The complete
value chain will be consolidated, both
vertically by delayering as well as
h o r i z o n t a l l y, w i t h i n c re a s e d f o c u s o n
digitalisation and data-driven products and
services.

The current COVID-19 crisis has further
exposed this need around the world. With
more than 50% of all people in Afrika living
in slums (source UN-Habitat), new and
innovative approaches are needed more
urgently for the entire construction process
(Design-Build-Operate) as traditional
processes cannot cope.

500 Million Homes
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THE AFRIKA CHALLENGE

DIGITAL

INDUSTRIALIZED
CONSTRUCTION ERA

South Africa has a backlog of between 2.3
million and 3.7 million housing units and is
currently growing at 178 000 per year.
Source: Centre for Affordable Housing in
Africa (CAHF).

C u r re n t l y o n l y 3 - 5 % o f p ro d u c t s a n d
services from the for mal sector are
focusing on 90% of the population living in
informal settlements.
Afrika has a quality and quantity problem
to solve as well as pursuing an approach
to sustainable living and job creation. By
2050, the population of Afrika is expected
to double together with the need for quality
and affordable housing. This fast-growing
challenge needs an innovative solution as
it will affect us all.

ADDITIONAL CHALLENGES
‣

‣

2050

‣
‣
‣

Skepticism of people to change
(designers, project developers,
contractors, governments, etc.)
No-one is addressing the end-to-end
construction lifecycle holistically –
primarily a fragmented and siloed
approach
Conglomerates are resistant to change
A lack of “Afrika-ready” technologies
The use of digital technologies and data
are still very scarce in the construction
industry

…
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CREATE AND SCALE SELF-SUSTAINABLE
VILLAGE AND TOWNSHIP ECONOMIES
WHAT IS A VILLAGE OR TOWNSHIP ECONOMY?
The “township economy” generally refers to all the economic activities occurring in formally
promulgated urban areas known as townships. This encompasses the production, distribution,
exchange and consumption of goods and services. It is a spatial concept, unlike that of the informal
economy, which refers to unregulated economic activities irrespective of their location.
(Source: Strengthening Township Economies in South Africa: the Case for Better Regulation and Policy
Innovation by Andreas Scheba & Ivan Nicholas Turok)

CO-CREATING THE VILLAGE ECONOMY TOGETHER WITH THE
COMMUNITY
The iLima Digital Foundary digital platform is designed to consult with local people and local
businesses as equal partners and co-creators of their own communities. By encouraging
engagement and design input, data-driven decision-making will drive greater efficiencies in the
design, build, operation and integration of the built environment. Generative design can provide
many options for diverse communities and can adapt to their needs and changes over time.

THE SUSTAINABLE VILLAGE OR TOWNSHIP ECONOMY
The Integrator for Community Livin
‣

Infrastructur
Residential, Community, Commerce

‣

Interconnectivit
Walk-to-work, Sustainable Last Mile, Broadband Education and Services, Internet of Things

‣

Village Econom
Local Jobs, Local businesses (micro franchising etc.), Platform Co-Operatives, Value Added
Light/home Industries, Community Circular Economy
Services - e-Health, energy production, water management, waste management, disaster
management, community security, distribution, transportation, backyard rental models etc.
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iLima SUSTAINABLE VILLAGE
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ILIMA PRODUCTS
COMMUNITY AS A PRODUCT - CaaP

ACIP BIG DATA PLATFORM

A computational tool that analyzes a wide array of
data to automatically create optimized buildings
and neighborhood layouts.
Key features include modularity, upgradability,
multi-use and multi-manufacturing options. Making
the house a home by providing facilities like
lighting, portable water storage and multiple
kitchen fuel options.
CaaP addresses regulator y concer ns, street
layouts, block orientations, real estate, weather,
building height, and “quality of life” measures.

The iLima Afrika Construction Innovation Platform
(ACIP) is a distributed architecture data storage
and processing platform that manages the data
(digital and physical) collected and disseminated
for the end-to-end construction process. ACIP is
an integrated family of databases and processing
resources, configured as a hybrid platform to
support both the transactional and the
developmental activities.

SMART BUILDING ADVISOR - SBA
The iLima Smart Building Advisor (SBA) uses the
aggregated intelligence of the ACIP platform to
support the user with instructions and advice
through the Smart Building Advisor User Interface.
User interaction helps the system constantly learn
and improve. The Smart Building Advisor is
available on multiple platforms and devices.

ACIP collects as-built data as well as designed
data in real time to build the “Single Source of
Truth” (SST). It uses this data to maintain a
contextualised 3D model accessible for decision
support to all stakeholders. The data is collected,
transmitted and stored with efficient and secure
methods. Confidence indicators are used in the
SST to improve the quality of the model. The
model is also used to navigate robotic and teleoperated platforms which continuously collect
additional data while performing their programmed
tasks. ACIP the “UBER platform for Construction”
links the Producer Side (PS) and the User Side
(US) through portals according to data type

SCALABILITY +

REPEATABILITY +

TRANSPARENCY +

A platform that can be used
across all typologies, scales
and regions

A systematic workflow that
can be applied multiple
times achieving the same
quality results every time

A clear management and
flow of information across all
the stakeholders
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OTHER KEY
BUILDING BLOCKS
IN ACIP PLATFORM
Sustainable Village Economy
Development Framework
Building as Product (BaaP)

‣

Community as a Product (CaaP)

‣

Smart Building Advisor (SBA)

‣

BIM 360:
The end-to-end data management system

‣

Decision Support System:
Performs decision support on parametric and
non-parametric data

‣

Electronic Playbook:
Provides construction task instructions and
prescribed data collection

‣

Afrika Knowledge System:
Geographic, Geological, Community data etc.

‣

Institutional Knowledge Base:
Secure administration of deeds and loans;Transparency of Transactions

‣

Visualization:
Collection of image and model data and
displaying on static and mobile devices

‣

Secure, Transparent & Traceable Data

‣

Interfaces to 3rd Party solutions

‣

All products are “Afrika-Ready”
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ACIP - CaaP “ENRICHING THE
SUSTAINABLE VILLAGE
ECONOMY” FRAMEWORK
COMMERCIAL-IN-CONFIDENCE

ACIP - Enriching the Sustainable Village Economy Model
15

Connectivity /
Spatial Integration /
Electronic Integration

Governance /
Participation of the
local community

Community Security

Emergency Services/
Disaster Management

Community Support /
Welfare

Housing / Village
Design/Construction/
Operate

Adult Education/
Distance learning/
Skills & Trades

Early Childhood
Care

e-Health /
Telemedicine

Sanitation/Waste
Management

Micro Economic
Modelling

Housing Finance

CaaP

Ownership & Tenure
Models

Regulatory
Adjustment

Energy savings /
Renewable energy
production

Water Management/
Alternative Water
Extension

Food Security/
Food distribution

Logistics /
Distribution /
Short chains

e-Mobility /
Ride sharing

Co-working/
Business Infrastructure
Job Creation

New markets / New
niche productions

Tourism /
Arts and Crafts

Smart Farming

Sustainable Living/
Manage SDGs
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BE AN INNOVATOR
Contact iLima to find out more about the iLima Sustainable Village Economy
Development Framework.

https://ilimafoundary.com/
connect@ilimafoundary.com
https://www.facebook.com/iLimaDigitalFoundary/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ilima-digital-foundary
https://twitter.com/iLimaFoundary
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